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Large parts of the Red Sea rift valley are, in contrast to most other mid-ocean rifts worldwide, 
covered by flows of submarine salt and sediment, which makes direct observation of volcanism 
and ocean floor formation impossible for many parts of the Red Sea. The tectonic structures 
outside the axial valley floors are almost all covered by salt.  Indirect observations are only 
possible if the characteristics of the salt glaciers are understood, but they are poorly studied. 
Therefore, expedition 64PE-445 SaltAx aimed to map these submarine salt flows in the Red Sea 
in high resolution and to investigate their internal structure by sparker-seismic and magnetics. A 
large amount of time was invested in seafloor mapping with the ship's own multibeam echo 
sounder and in seismic surveys. These data will be combined with magnetic measurements to 
identify lithological variations within the salt glaciers and the rift structure beneath them. For the 
correct interpretation of the mapped structures, ground truthing by seafloor sampling with gravity 
corer and geological rock dredges was carried out. 
With the investigation of the sediment and salt glaciers´ subsurface structure, the morphology of 
the uppermost salt reflector, structures in the overlaying sediments and potential imaging of 
volcanic intrusions or buried hydrothermal deposits, the scientists on board RV Pelagia aim to 
better understand the kinematics of salt flowage into the Red Sea rift valley and thus the history 
of a young, volcanically and hydrothermally active mid-ocean rift. These studies will help to 
understand geological processes in other young, salt-filled ocean basins such as the so-called 
Aptian Salt Basin at its time of formation. That basin grew over 125 million years to form the 
South Atlantic with large oil and gas fields at its margins. 
The project is funded from GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, the German 
Science Foundation (DFG) as well as the Royal Society International Exchanges Programme (UK) 
and is carried out in the framework of the European OFEG Barter system. Researchers from 
GEOMAR, the University of Manchester (UK), University of Hamburg and the Red Sea 
University in Port Sudan participated in the expedition. 
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Figure 2.1         Scientific and ship´s crew of RV Pelagia Expedition 64PE-445 SaltAx in front of the bridge. 
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3 Research Programme 
(N. Augustin, F.M. van der Zwan, N.C. Mitchell) 
 
3.1 Scientific Questions and Goals 
3.1.1 Tectonics and Volcanism of the Red Sea Rift 
 
The Red Sea is a young ocean with a <60 km wide axial trough and a maximum depth of 2,860 
m that is opening due to the on-going separation of the Nubian and Arabian plates (see Figure 3.1; 
e.g. Rasul et al., 2015). Current spreading rates increase southwards from <10 in the northern Red 
Sea to ≈18 mm/yr at 18°N (Chu and Gordon, 1998). Hence the Red Sea Rift (RSR) can be 
classified as an ultra-slow spreading ridge (cf. Dick et al., 2003). South of 18°N spreading rates 
decrease due to the eastward movement of the Danakil block together with the Arabian plate (Eagles 
et al., 2002). The oldest (~5 Ma) basaltic seafloor present in the axial trough occurs at 17°N (e.g. 
Courtillot, 1982; Cochran, 1983), but seafloor spreading may have begun much earlier at 8-12 
Ma (Izzeldin, 1987; Augustin et al., 2014a; Augustin et al., 2016). This older crust is buried 
beneath thick blankets of Miocene evaporites ("salt") and younger hemipelagic sediments, which 
have flowed and slumped towards the axis from the basin margins (Mitchell et al., 2010; Augustin 
et al., 2014a; Mitchell and Augustin, 2017) 
In the southern part of the Red Sea (south of 19.5°N) the axial valley is continuously exposed 
and well developed with rift-parallel normal faulting and extensive volcanism (e.g. Roeser, 1975; 
van der Zwan et al., 2013; Augustin et al., 2016). Between 19.5°N and 23.5°N basalt occurs in wide 
troughs and basins, the so-called Red Sea “Deeps” (e.g. Pautot, 1983; Bonatti, 1985; Ligi et al, 
2012). The seafloor in the central Red Sea Deeps is in general more tectonized than that found in 
the southern Red Sea, although abundant evidence for volcanism is still present, including the 
local occurrence of large (8-11 km diameter) axial volcanic highs and dome volcanoes in the 
Thetis, Hatiba and Aswad Deeps indicating robust magmatism over long periods (Ligi et al. 2012; 
Metz et al., 2013; van der Zwan et al., 2015; Augustin et al., 2014a, 2016). In addition to the axial 
domes, the bathymetry of the volcanic troughs features the typical morphology of ultra-slow 
spreading rifts, such as a well-defined rift valley with clear normal fault scarps and overlapping 
volcanic ridges and have typical MOR basalts, thus making the RSR a typical continuous ultra-slow 
spreading ridge (cf. Michael et al., 2003; Searle and Escartin, 2004; van der Zwan et al., 2015; 
Augustin et al., 2016; 2019). Only oceanic core complexes, common features at slow and ultra- 
slow spreading rifts elsewhere on Earth, which expose mantle and/or lower crustal rocks at the 
seafloor have not been found in the RSR so far, but can be explained by the proximity of the Afar 
Plume and generally higher mantle temperature beneath the Red Sea, which have led to more 
extensive mantle melting (Girdler and Evans, 1977; Augustin et al., 2016). 
The Red Sea Deeps are separated by shallower Inter-Trough Zones (ITZ), where the sediment 
sequences from the flanks cover the axial trough (Augustin et al., 2014a). At these locations 
craters (volcanic explosion features) and volcanoes, visible in bathymetry and multibeam 
backscatter underneath the evaporites, suggest interaction between salt and volcanism (van der 
Zwan et al., 2013; Augustin et al., 2014a, Augustin et al., 2016). 
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Figure 3.1         General tectonic 
overview of the Red Sea. Spreading 
velocities and directions are given by 
the arrows. The working area within the 




North of 23.5°N and the Zabargad fracture zone the Deeps are more isolated and basalt has 
been found only in Mabahiss and Shaban Deeps so far (Bonatti et al., 1984; Pautot et al., 1984; 
Guennoc et al., 1988; Fig 2). Due to a lack of systematic, high resolution bathymetric, seismic and 
gravimetric surveys as well as seafloor sampling in the northern Red Sea, the extent of basaltic 
occurrences and the presence and exact location of the rift axis and its continuation to the central 
Red Sea remain unclear. 
 
3.1.2 Halokinetic deformation in the Red Sea 
 
Wide-spread thick evaporite deposits, similar as found in the Red Sea ("salt giants", Mitchell et 
al., 2015) are associated with major commercially important oil and gas provinces, in particular, 
those in the South Atlantic including the Santos Basin, and those in the Gulf of Mexico, areas in 
which many European oil and gas companies are working. However, at these locations, the early 
evolutions of the original evaporite deposits (when the salt potentially flowed over synrift clastic 
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deposits and influenced their thermal and fluid-seal histories) are now obscured by thick overlying 
terrigenous sediments and by extensive halite mobilization (Hudec and Jackson, 2007). 
Halokinetic movements cause local steepening of slopes, so marine evaporate deposits form 
potential geohazards by slope failure that threaten submarine cables, pipelines and other 
installations, as well as marine ecosystems. 
The unique environment of the Red Sea has a tremendous potential for studying the early 
evolution of salt giants, because the evaporites there are very young and were deposited until around 
the end of the Miocene (Orszag-Sperber et al., 1998; Whitmarsh et al., 1974; Hughes and Beydoun, 
1992). Unlike in the Mediterranean, where evaporite displacement has also been identified in 
similarly young deposits (Gradmann et al., 2005; Reiche et al., 2014), in the Red Sea the 
evaporites have formed a series of spectacular flow-like features that are invading the spreading 
center (Augustin et al., 2014a, 2016; Mitchell, 2010; Feldens and Mitchell, 2015; Feldens et al., 
2016). Locally around Thetis Deep at 22.5°N, RSR, flowage appears to be most advanced where 
seismic refraction and gravity data suggest that the underlying basement is deeper (Mitchell and 
Park, 2014), so the thickness of the flows or their temperature appears to affect their rates of 
movement. The latter would be compatible with results of rock deformation experiments, which 
show that strain rate of halite increases with temperature (Feldens and Mitchell, 2015). 
However, those experiments also show that pressure solution creep occurs rapidly in the presence 
of traces of pore waters; they can explain rapid deformation rates of extruded terrestrial salt 
deposits (Schléder and Urai, 2007) but seem at odds with the Red Sea deposits, which appear 
to be moving more slowly at rates comparable to seafloor spreading rates in the northern and 
central Red Sea of about 12 mm/yr (Chu and Gordon, 1998). If they were moving faster, the 
spreading centers would have been entirely inundated. 
Seismic reflection data collected in various parts of the Red Sea reveal the character of the top 
of the evaporites (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2010; Ehrhardt and Hübscher, 2015, Feldens et al., 2016). 
The example in Figure 3.2 shows that reflection S (marking the top of the evaporites) has revealed 
some surface roughness potentially indicating erosion by penetrating fluids or representing the 
surface expressions of faulting and salt movements. Some areas of the evaporite surfaces show 
more relief than others but an overall picture is not available yet. Furthermore, the data show a 
varied stratigraphy in overlying sediments. 
These varying morphologies suggest that the evaporites have not been moving at steady rates 
over time, though more seismic data are needed to show whether this is true more generally in the 
Red Sea. Unsteady movements present a challenge for our current understanding of the stresses 
driving evaporite deformation and the varying boundary conditions to the evaporite deposits. 
Another open question is how the oceanic rift formation, normal faulting, block rotation and the 
emplacement of large volcanic edifices and ridges influences interacts with the destabilized salt. 
Thus, further seismic data with higher spatial resolution are needed to resolve the three-
dimensional character of unconformities, which commonly occur at reflection S, to explain their 
origin as e.g. erosion and land sliding and connect them with other data on evaporite movements. 
Evidently, there is still much to learn about how salt giants develop in their early stages and detailed 
morphological and structural studies are the key to understand the kinematics of salt giants in the 
Red Sea.  
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Figure 3.2 Seismic imaging of sedimentary layers and the upper salt layer (S-reflection) collected with sparker 
seismic on the eastern rift shoulders at 20°N, (Fig. 1) from RV Pelagia in 2012 (Feldens et al., 2016). Bathymetric data 
(1000 m wide) of the recorded seismic profile are displayed on top of the seismic data. The profiles show that 
sparker seismic can record both the S-reflector as well as internal layering of overlying sediments. 
 
3.1.3 Aims of Expedition 64PE-445 SALTAX 
The SALTAX project aimed to investigate the surface morphology and sub-seafloor structure of 
volcanic basement and giant salt flows in the Red Sea to locate the oceanic basement and to study 
the oceanic crust and evaporates that are intimately linked in their evolution. In detail the 
following questions were addressed: 
What is the extent of oceanic crust underneath the salt giants? 
The presence and with that, the location of oceanic crust below the salt and sediment glaciers in 
the Red Sea is still under debate. Detailed morphological analyses of multibeam data will help to 
identify the continuation of the volcanic structures and oceanic basement off the deeps. If buried 
under salt, high resolution bathymetry can be used to identify the approximate position of large 
boundary faults by tracing of salt flows. Whenever the salt cover is thin enough and close to the 
salt flow fronts, sparker seismic data can help to identify buried structures underneath the salt and 
sediments and help to identify shallow off-axis basement. Additionally, we investigated some 
unmapped areas to identify possible basement outcrops. Any information on the nature of the crust 
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beneath the salt glaciers in the northern Red Sea will have large implications for the complete geological model 
of the Red Sea and for modes of ocean spreading in general. 
What is t he  structure of “salt giants” in the Red Sea and how did they evolve? 
High-resolution bathymetric data will be used to identify the locations, sizes and flow direction of 
salt flows (geomorphologically indicated by flow-parallel ridges and valleys). This will be used 
to determine how large the root zones of the salt flows are and how much salt volume was 
mobilized. For this, a detailed multibeam survey behind the advancing salt glaciers and sparker 
seismic surveys to identify S-layer depth was performed. To look further into the salt and image 
the boundary to the basement was a challenge but possible where the salt cover was not too thick. 
Bathymetric and seismic data give information about sub-seafloor structures, sediment thickness, 
salt surface geometry, internal layering and therefore allow detailed discussions on salt flow 
kinetics and the change of kinetics in time (by means of the layering of overlying sediments).  
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3.2 Scientific Operations 
 
In addition to the scientific goals listed above, secondary original research questions related to 
the location of a buried rift axis in the northern Red Sea and the expedition was planned to occur 
in the Northern Red Sea in Saudi Arabia waters. An application for work permission was submitted 
to the Saudi Arabian authorities in cooperation with the Saudi Geological Survey. Unfortunately, 
no research permission for Saudi Arabian waters was available when RV Pelagia entered the Red 
Sea nor was it given later during the cruise. Nevertheless, the primary scientific goals of this 
expedition (volcanic activity and oceanic basement underneath the salt, internal structures of salt 
giants) could be achieved nearly everywhere in the Red Sea basin and thus as a backup, a request 
for work permission in Sudanese waters was made and permission granted at short notice and the 
working area was shifted into the central Red Sea in the Sudanese EEZ. 
To achieve the scientific aims described above we mainly combined high resolution multibeam 
surveys, magnetic field measurements, seismic profiles and some minor seafloor sampling (gravity 
coring, hard rock dredging). The ship's multibeam system was of significant importance for the 
expedition. The bathymetric surveys where carried out with the ship's own EM302 multibeam 
echo-sounder system. Two magnetometers were towed as a gradiometer during the larger 
bathymetric surveys to collect information about magnetic field anomalies in the working area. 
The seismic was the second important geophysical tool during this expedition. A delta sparker 
seismic system was used to collect high-resolution seismic data along predefined survey lines -
based on multibeam data - to examine the sub-sedimentary structures, the depth of the evaporites 
and sub-salt structures and thus provide the base for extensive post-cruise modelling of the salt 
flows. Swath mapping of seafloor morphology, magnetics and seismic data collection was done in 
real-time, which enabled a quick adaption of mapping lines and a very fast (basic) identification 
of subsurface features. A detailed processing and interpretation of the collected data will be carried 
out in the home labs. For limited locations, hard rock sampling was planned with geological rock 
dredges during this expedition. Unfortunately, one dredge was lost including an amount of cable 
early during the expedition, which made further dredging activities impossible. Some gravity cores 
where taken instead to recover sediment samples within some areas of interest (e.g. some crater 
structures in the Poseidon-Erba ITZ and within Discovery Deep). 
 
3.3 Measures of Responsible Conduct of Marine Research 
The scientific work performed during Expedition 64PE-445 strictly adhered to the Code of 
Conduct for Responsible Marine Research in the Deep Seas and High Seas of the OSPAR 
Maritime Area. Sampling and acoustic measurements were restricted solely to methods and areas 
being essential to conduct the research outlined above, and the number of sampling stations has 
been reduced to the necessary minimum. Acoustic measurements were performed in a way to 
minimize the impact on marine mammals by activating the mammal protection system of the 
Kongsberg multibeam echo-sounder and a slow start of the sparker-seismic system accompanied 
with lookouts for marine mammals from the bridge. Our close cooperation with international 
scientists, organizations, and authorities as well as public domain data bases and web sites ensured 
that our activities did not disturbed experiments of other scientists. That also ensures the fullest 
possible use of all samples and data as well as comprehensive data-sharing. 
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4 Narrative of the Cruise 
(N. Augustin) 
RV Pelagia arrived in the port of Limassol, Cyprus on August 25, 2018. One day later 7 scientists 
of the SaltAx expedition team boarded the vessel and received a warm welcome from the ship’s 
crew. Four more scientists boarded the vessel at a later stage in Port Sudan, Sudan. Since a few 
things needed to be organized on the working deck still, we started to unload parts of the expedition 
equipment and begun to setup the labs, mainly in the hydroacoustics/CTD lab and in the decks-
lab. In the afternoon of August 26, RV Pelagia left port for about three hours to do needed 
maintenance measurements and tests of the ship´s diesel-electric aggregator, which ended 
successful.  
On August 27, the working deck was completely free for our scientific equipment. The winch 
for the magnetometer tows was placed on the working deck and we continued with the setup of 
the computer lab for seismic and magnetic measurements. A first scientific meeting was held for 
the participating scientists to introduce everybody to the planned work but before that we were 
familiarized with the rules and facilities on board and obtained the obligatory safety instructions. 
The pilot came at 17:30 local time and we finally left the port of Limassol heading towards the 
Suez Canal. 
The following day started with a safety drill in the morning to train crew and scientists for an 
emergency case and in the safety rules. In the afternoon of August 28, we reached the Suez Canal 
and anchored at our waiting position by 14:30 in the afternoon. During the following night and 
day, we made our way through the Suez Canal, just interrupted by an ≈8 hours waiting slot in the 
Bitter Lakes. We left the Suez Canal on the evening of August 29. 
We had a few interruptions of the internet communication on the vessel during these last days 
but somehow these short interruptions became a complete breakdown of internet communication 
on August 30, which got only solved several days later. 
Until we arrived Port Sudan in the morning of on September 02, we built up all electronic 
equipment for the sparker seismic system and the magnetic measurements and prepared the labs 
for the forthcoming days of scientific activities. It turned out that some problems with the sparker 
system, that were described in the cruise report from expedition 64PE-350 in 2011, could affect 
us too because the temperature in the container (where the energy supply was supposed to be 
placed) reached up to 40°C. The solution was to place the power supply in the airconditioned dry-
lab instead. During the transit to Port Sudan we also reached the western border of our working 
area. Here, we stopped the vessel in the evening hours of September 01, to do a short test of the 
magnetic potentiometer system. This test initially failed due to a communication error with one of 
the sensors but could be fixed by modifying software parameters. 
On the morning of September 02, we reached Port Sudan to take on board 4 Sudanese colleagues 
from the Institute of Marine Research (IMR) of the Red Sea University (2), from the Sudanese 
Ministry of Minerals (2) and, in addition to the original planning one Sudanese Safety Observer. 
The port operations went smooth for RV Pelagia but the immigration and costumes procedures 
took longer than expected. However, the 5 guests boarded RV Pelagia at 15:00 in the afternoon. 
A short meet & greet on deck with the vice-chancellor of the Red Sea University and some 
representatives could be arranged as well and we left Port Sudan at 16:00, heading towards the 
working area, which we reached in the early morning hours of September 03. 
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Fig. 4.1 Overview map of the cruise track, bathymetric mappings, sparker seismic profiles and gravity coring stations 
during expedition 64PE-445 SaltAx. For more details on the station works and preliminary results see text. 
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We reached the southern border of the working area at 01:30 h. Station work began with the 
deployment of the magnetometers to perform a coupled multibeam/magnetometer survey (station 
#01 MB/MAG) of the salt flows at the western rift flank at the Port Sudan Deep area up to the 
Erba-Poseidon ITZ, which was not mapped during RV Pelagia expedition 64PE-350/51 in 2012. 
The multibeam/magnetic survey was paused for a CTD cast (station #02 CTD) to obtain a new 
sound velocity profile. In addition, 24 water samples from the bottom depth of 2,550 m up to the 
surface water were taken for the IMR. Unfortunately, one of the magnetometers was giving out 
invalid data and needed to be exchanged during this stop. In addition, we spent three hours for a 
detailed test run of the sparker seismic system (Station #03 SPS-Test). After tuning the buoyancy 
of the streamer, this test worked very well and gave promising first results. The 
multibeam/magnetometer survey was continued (Station #04 MB/MAG) until the noon hours of 
September 04, which gave a very good picture of the salt flows west of the Red Sea Rift at 19°58’N 
and 20°35’N and a solid base to plan the first sparker profile (Station #05 SPS). 
The first, long SPS profile was started in the afternoon of September 04 and crossed the Erba-
Poseidon ITZ, some salt flow blocking volcanic highs, the rift valley at Erba Deep, uplifted and 
sedimented terraces west of Erba Deep and again went over the salt flows. Unfortunately, a 
software failure in the seismic acquisition software caused a crash and the SEGY-file was 
corrupted. It seems that the acquired data were still accessible but when reading it with the seismic 
processing software, the data are not sorted in the right order. This issue might be fixed after the 
cruise. However, since this profile crossed the ITZ and some other important morphological 
features we decided to repeat the profile to be sure to have a functional dataset. The file format 
was changed to SEGD, which has the advantage that one file is created for each shot to avoid a 
possible loss of data with another software crash. 
Before we started the new SPS line in the evening of September 05, we mapped out some parts 
of the inflowing salt on the rift flank shoulders (station #06 MB). The following SPS line (station 
#07 SPS) combined the first profile (station #05 SPS) and a second planned profile that was 
designed to image the terraces west of Erba perpendicular to the first profile, some loose sediment 
blocks at the suture in the Erba-Poseidon IZT, covered volcanoes at Poseidon deep and the salt 
flows strains into Poseidon deep (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 
The ≈100 km long profile took about 30 hours in total and was finished in the early morning 
hours of September 07. The first, roughly filtered seismic data look amazing. We see very diverse 
sedimentary structures that overlay the upper salt reflector (S-reflector) and we can follow the S-
reflector in many profiles. In some areas we even see reflectors within or under the salt, which is 
at this moment still speculative but may be a glimpse of the underlaying volcanic basement in 
some cases. 
Since we had some distance to transit to the beginning of the following SPS station we did some 
mapping during transit (#08 MB) to close gaps in our datasets. 
As the crater structure in the Erba-Poseidon ITZ is an important indication for volcanism within 
the salt and sediment covered ITZ, we decided to do crossing sparker seismic profiles (station #09 
SPS; Figures 4.1 and 4.2) over that structure with a lower speed of 2 knots to achieve a best 
possible resolution. After this we took two gravity cores in the center of the crater (stations #10GC, 
#11 GC) and one at the rim (#12GC). None of the cores could penetrate deeper than 100 cm and 
recovered pelagic sediments with some harder pebbles and carbonates. 
During the night from September 07 to September 08, we started with a small dredging program 
to sample some structures with volcanic appearance in between the salt flows. The first dredge 
tow (station #13 GC) did not show any higher activity on the tension-meter and returned empty. 
Unfortunately, the second dredge (station #14 GC) got anchored very badly, which resulted in the 
loss of the dredge and a part of cable after several hours of recovery efforts. Even though a second 
dredge was available, the loss of the cable prevented us from any further dredging activities. 
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Therefore, we proceeded with the work program and took two GCs in Erba deep which retrieved 
one 1.5 m (station #15 GC) and one >5 m core (station #16 GC). The second core penetrated too 
deep, resulting in that the top sediments could not recovered but correlation with the shorter core 
might be possible. In contrast to Pelagia expedition 64PE-350 we were able to sample 
metalliferous sediments in Erba Deep with both cores. 
After coring we started mapping at the western flank of the Shagara-Aswad-Erba trough, where 
Expedition 64PE-350/351 could not mapped the salt flow fronts back in 2012. The bathymetric 
survey (station #17 MB/MAG) started in the evening of September 08 including towed 
magnetometers. In contrast to the first working week, the weather became significantly poorer 
with high winds and significant wave heights of up to 2 m. Since the forecast indicated a slightly 
better weather window, which is primary important for good quality of sparker data, we started 
one long sparker seismic survey in the deeps area at 21.3°N and the adjacent ITZ north of it. 
This profile (station #18 SPS) began in the morning of September 09 and took until the late 
evening of September 10. We did seismic lines across DSDP drill sites 226 and 227 for eventually 
correlation of the seismic data with the DSDP core descriptions. Further we surveyed some more 
salt and sediment flows and the 21.5°N ITZ including volcanic structures. 
After finishing the profile in the late evening of September 10, a short mapping survey (station 
#19 MB) was followed by a CTD cast for a new SVP profile in the northern part of the working 
area (station #20 CTD) and coring activities in the Red Sea Rift at 21.3°N. One gravity core at 
21°20.920’N, 38°04.548’E recovered 5 m of metalliferous mud (station #21 GC, see station list). 
A first core in Discovery Deep that was targeting a crater structure within the deep – not visible in 
the data from P408 or 64PE350/51 (2011, 2012 respectively) – recovered only some small chips 
of basaltic material and clay fragments (station #22 GC). A clear indication for volcanic activity 
in Discovery Deep. Gravity coring further east of the crater in Discovery Deep recovered then 5 
m of material including metalliferous muds and sandy, grainy layers (station #23 GC). This was 
followed by another bathymetry survey (station #24 MB) including transit to the next sparker 
profile at the western flank of Shagara-Aswad-Erba trough. 
Profile #25 SPS started in the morning of September 11 and contained two long lines and aimed 
on salt and sediment structures further away from the rift valley than the SPS profiles before. It 
crossed the large tilted blocks/terraces at the western rim of the rift and crossed volcanic terrain 
(Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The profile was finished in the later evening of the same day and was 
followed by a transit (including mapping, station #26 MB) towards the southern border of the 
working area, where another long sparker seismic survey was planned to investigate the western 
rift shoulders in the Port Sudan Deep area. There complicated seabed morphologies especially a 
large land slide structure were the target of seismic survey #27 SPS that started in the morning of 
September 12 and was finished at noon time of September 14 in the close vicinity of Port Sudan 
Deep (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 
After collecting the sparker system back on deck we took one sediment core within Port Sudan 
Deep, which recovered 5 m of pelagic and metalliferous sediments (station #28 GC). The last long 
sparker survey was planned for the salt structures NW of Port Sudan deep, where some bathymetric 
evidence was given for subseafloor structures that may redirect the salt flows. The survey #29 SPS 
started in the evening of September 14 and was designed to leave the closer vicinity of the rift 
valley towards the African coast. 
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Fig. 4.2   Sparker seismic profiles. For a more detailed 
identification and better handling of the data, the 
profiles have been split into individual segments. For 
details see also section 5.3: 
 
A) station #07-SPS 
B) station #09-SPS 
C) station #18-SPS 
D) station #25-SPS 
E) station #27-SPS 
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The aim of the long line, off the rift valley, was to survey the salt and sediment layers far off the 
rift that may be less disturbed than the flows closer to the rift. This was already indicated in the 
profiles of station #25 SPS but only to a small extend. Thus, we decided to do a longer survey off 
the rift valley, which was finished during the late morning of September 16. Before we needed to 
leave the working area, we did some more multibeam mapping of the sedimentary structures in 
the SW of the working area. One of the aims was to identify changing morphological patterns in 
the seafloor that may give hints where the salt and sediment movement into the rift starts. In 
addition, we looked for the occurrence of pockmarks that occur often in water depths <700 m in 
the Red Sea. We left the working area in the late evening and reached Port Sudan in the morning 
of September 17. 
In Port Sudan our Sudanese guests left the ship and RV Pelagia needed to bunker diesel and 
proviant in Port Sudan, which made a longer stay of several hours necessary. Thus, the scientific 
party followed an invitation of the Red Sea University (RSU) in Port Sudan to present some 
preliminary results of the cruise in a public lecture at the RSU main campus. This was followed 
by a small program to visit the aquarium of the Institute for Marine Sciences and a talk to the vice-
chancellor of the RSU. We were back on RV Pelagia in the early afternoon and left port in the 
evening. 
 After three more days of sailing we reached Safaga in the early morning hours of September 
21, one day later than planned during the cruise preparation. RV Pelagia was not going into port 
and we left the vessel in the morning via a tug boat. Most of the crew and all of the science party 
left the vessel in Safaga and started their travels home. This marks the end of expedition 64PE-
445. We like to thank the Master and the complete crew of RV Pelagia for their excellent support 
during the expedition! 
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5 Preliminary Results 
5.1 Bathymetry and Geomorphology 
(A. Wölfl, M. Schade) 
5.1.1 Multibeam Operations  
During RV Pelagia expedition 64PE-445, about 96 hours (4 days) of exclusive multibeam 
surveys resulted in a bathymetric dataset of approximately 5,980 km2 in the Sudanese Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ) in the Red Sea, including the inter trough zone between Erba Deep and 
Poseidon Deep as well as the salt flows west of Port Sudan, Poseidon and Erba Deep in the 
southern working area. The northern working area consists the Deeps and salt flows at around 
21°25’N, 38°E. Multibeam data was acquired using the hull-mounted EM302 echo sounder system 
provided by Kongsberg Maritim AS. The EM302 multibeam system collects bathymetric, 
corrected backscatter and water column imaging (WCI) deep water data via a wide swath with 
maximum excess of 150 degrees (2 x 75°). The installed configuration on board of RV Pelagia 
operates with a frequency of 30 kHz at water depth of up to 7000 m. It has an across-ship swath 
width of up to 5.5 times the water depth, to approximately 8 km with 288 beams and 32 soundings 
per swath. In addition, the EM302 is equipped with a function to reduce the transmission power 
to avoid hurting marine mammals if they are close by. Data acquisition has been done using the 
Kongsberg Seafloor Information System (SIS) Version 4.1.5, running in a Microsoft Windows 7 




Fig. 5.1  User interface of the Seafloor Information System (SIS) during the EM302 bathymetric survey west 
of Volcano and Port Sudan Deep. The grey background image shows the bathymetry collected during the Jeddah 
Transect Project and the colorized track the newly gathered bathymetric record. 
 
The beam angle in SIS mostly ran on 60° to 65° but was manually corrected if necessary (e.g. if 
too small angles caused less overlap of the mapped track lines or during daily bad weather 
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conditions). The ping mode was set to automatic as well as the coverage mode. For bottom search 
the gates were set manually to 10 m minimum depth and 3000 m maximum depth. 
CTD measurements were performed in every working area to calculate sound velocity profiles 
that were used to correct the hydroacoustic signals (see also section 5.4). The bathymetric record 
was edited directly after its collection. The data editing was made with Qimera (QPS Software) 
including an 3D-Editor with an outlier’s tool to filter overhanging and underlying pings (Fig. 5.2). 
Further editing was done manually within the 3D-Editor. The final edits were exported as an .xyz 
file for gridding the bathymetric record using the FledermausTM module (Fig. 5.3). Due to good 
sea conditions, the data could be gridded with a cell size resolution of 30 m. Backscatter data, 
providing information about the reflectivity of the seafloor, were visualized using FMGT (QPS 
Software). Backscatter geotiffs were also created with a resolution of 30 m.  
 
  
Fig. 5.2  User interface of the QPS software Qimera (left). Coloured area show the newly collected 
bathymetric record compared to the multi beam data gathered in 2011/2012 during the Jedda-Transect-Project. The 
figure on the right shows the interface of the 3D-Editor of Qimera with the outliers tool. 
 
 
Fig. 5.3  The user interface of Fledermaus shows the bathymetric record of the Port Sudan Deep after post 
processing i.e. the removal of false soundings. The multibeam data was gridded and interpolated in QPS Fledermaus 
with a cell size of 30 m. 
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5.1.2 Preliminary results  
 
 
Fig. 5.4  The majority of the newly mapped area was in the southern part of the working area.  The map 
shows the processed bathymetry (30 m grid cell size) of this area, revealing massive salt glacier flows into the Red 
Sea rift axis. High resolution data shown in grey are from expeditions POS408 and 64PE445 in 2011 and 2012, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 5.5  The map shows the processed bathymetry (30 m grid cell size) of the northern parts of the working 
area, with salt glacier flows and large terraces. High resolution data shown in grey are from expeditions POS408 and 
64PE445 in 2011 and 2012, respectively. 
 
The mapping area stretched from approximately 19.892°N to 21.903°N and 37.507°E and 
38.594°E and is mainly located westward of the Red Sea rift axis. Water depths ranged from -560 
m to -2730 m.  
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Sedimented salt glacier features have been mapped out covering escarpments, salt flows as well 
as glacier front lobes flowing downwards towards the rift axis (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). Generally, 
the sediment-salt flows appear to be much more dynamic than on the eastern side of the rift axis. 
Small volcanic features were occasionally found with maximum extensions of 3,000 m, mainly 
flat-topped volcanoes, but also few that show a caldera in the center. A pockmark chain was 
detected near Poseidon Deep in a northeast to southwest stretching approximately along a 4,000 
m long elongated depression. The pockmarks reveal a circular to oval shape and are situated in 
water depth ranging from approximately 1,500 to 1,700 m. Based on the geomorphology of the 
individual features, it cannot be assessed, if this is still an active pockmark field. 
 
5.2 EK500 high-frequency echosounder 
(N. Mitchell) 
 
A Kongsberg EK500 hull-mounted 38 kHz sonar was run largely to provide an independent 
seabed topographic profile.  Although this sonar is designed primarily for measuring acoustic 
backscatter from fish, we recorded some reflections from brine surfaces using it.  The data may be 
useful for recording their depths for comparisons with records from other years.  Due to the high 
frequency, the data are unlikely to be useful for sub-bottom reflections (some very shallow 
apparent reflections were noted but it was unclear if they were due to out of plane reflections 
produced by uneven seabed topography rather than genuine sub-bottom reflections).  The system 
records a measure of backscatter strength of the bottom echo though this might be noisy due to 
detections of noise instead of the true bottom (Fig. 5.6). 
The echo data (backscatter versus time) were continuously recorded using “Echolog 500” to files 
in an “*.ek5” telegram format of Kongsberg.  A format statement is available in the Kongsberg 
EK500 manual.  Ping interval was set to 4 seconds.  A new sound velocity profile was not entered, 
but the values left from previous users were as follows: profile type mean, upper depth 3 m, lower 
depth 60 m, upper velocity 1507 m/s, lower velocity 1520 m/s.  It is unclear how the system uses 
these values to calculate depths (extrapolation or continuation of lower velocity?).  Note also that 




Fig. 5.6         Example brine layer in Valdavia Deep 
(screen photograph; reflection forming horizontal 
line in the image).  Lower profile shows expanded 
the bottom echoes (recorded from 10 m above 
bottom to 50 m range).  Hydrothermal sediments 
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(J. Preine, N.C. Mitchell, I.Y.A. Nasr) 
5.3.1 Seismic Measurements  
Introduction 
Acquisition system - Multichannel reflection seismic data was acquired during 64PE-445-SaltAx-
cruise using a Delta spark array and a 24 Channel Microeel-streamer. The aim of the seismic 
measurements was to examine the sub-sedimentary structures, the depth of the evaporates and salt 
internal structures.  
The Sparker system is comprised of a power supply (capacitor charging unit) capable of 
discharging 6 kJ, a metallic frame with 6 electrodes that is towed behind the ship and a deck-cable 
for power supply.  When the sparker is immersed in water, the electrical energy is switched into 
the sparker. Between the two neighbouring sparker tips and the frame a plasma bubble develops 
which produces a high intensity sound pulse. The sound pulse is reflected off the different layers 
of sediment/seabed and received by the hydrophones which are streamed in the water some 
distance from the sparker. The hydrophones used for this expedition were organized in a 100 m 
long polyurethane tube with a distance of 4 meters.  
The streamer was powered using a self-build battery pack that ensured an operation of at least 3 
days. The signals from the hydrophones were digitized using a Geometrics Geode. The digitized 
data was then processed using the seismic controller software by geometrics, which was run on a 
Panasonic Toughbook. In addition to that, another workstation was set up in the hydroacoustic-lab 
to process the acquired data using the VISTA software provided by Schlumberger. 
 
Acquisition onboard RV Pelagia 
Acquisition of seismic data was carried out together with multibeam. Both systems did not show 
any sign of interference. The sparker was deployed on the starboard side using a crane and was 
towed in a distance of 5 m from the ship.  The streamer was deployed by hand on portside. The 
offset of the first channel towards the ship was 44.5 m. All seismic data was referenced to the ships 
antenna which was positioned over the bridge. Figure 5.7. illustrates the geometry of the seismic 
acquisition onboard RV Pelagia. 
The streamer was deployed as far away from the ship as possible to avoid interference with the 
ship's noise. In contrast, the sparker was kept closer to the ship to achieve a larger offset between 
the source and the first channel. It was connected to the capacitor charging unit (CSP-S) with a 50 
m long deck-cable. Because the temperatures on deck reached over 40 degrees, the CSP-S was not 
placed in the container. Instead, the ship’s dry lab was used as a storage room. Here, the air-
condition ensured the stable operation of the CSP-S without overheating. 
Because the CSP-S contained lethal voltages, it was earthed to the ship. In addition, the whole 
crew was informed about the risks and the room was kept closed. In agreement with the bridge, 
the power cable for the sparker was only connected to the CSP-S once the sparker was immersed 
in water. This procedure was always communicated and double-checked with the crew. 
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Fig. 5.7  Seismic acquisition geometry. 
 
There is concern in recent times that marine mammals may be harmed or their behavior changed 
by seismic activity. The sound pulses from sparkers are much lower in amplitude and higher in 
frequency than air guns, which are typically used for seismic surveys. However, a visual marine 
mammal observation 30 minutes before starting the discharge was initialized was performed. In 
addition, the sparker was soft-started so that the energy was increased slowly over approximately 
15-30 minutes.  After the end of each line the sparker was turned off and the high-voltage cable 
was disconnected.  When the sparker was on deck, the electrode-tips were trimmed in order to 
keep them within the isolating plastic. 
The data were collected with a sampling interval of 0.250 ms ensuring that frequencies up to 
2000 Hz were recoverable without temporal aliasing.  The trigger impulse for the sparker was 
induced every 10 seconds. A smaller interval was not possible, because the capacitors of the CSP-
S took approximately 9 seconds to charge. During acquisition the ship speed was mostly 3 knots 
through the water. Only during the investigation of a possible crater (Station 64PE-445-09-SPS) 
we decreased the ship speed to 2 kn in order to improve the data quality. Therefore, the shot 
interval was approx. mostly 15 m and 10 m during the slow acquisition. Because the distance 
between the channels was very low (4 m) the distance between each CMP was also very small (2 
m). This of course decreased the signal-to-noise ratio, but also increased lateral resolution. This of 
course can be changed during the processing and binning of the data. Figure 5.8. shows a 
screenshot of the acquisition software during operation. The software allowed to study common 
shot gathers of different channels in real time, which was very important, because it was always 
possible to see if certain parts of the streamer were to close or too deep in the water. In addition to 
that, a shot-gather was shown for each shot focusing on the direct wave. Here, the watch-keepers 
were able to detect variations in the source intensity. 
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Fig. 5.8  Screenshot of the acquisition software during operation. 
 
Because the maximum depth during acquisition never extended significantly more than 2000 m, 
the recording time was set to 4 seconds without a delay. Only during acquisition of profile 64PE-
445-29-SPS the recording delay was set to 500 ms, because depths up to approx. 2900 m/ 3.8 s 
TWT were expected. The first profile was recorded in SEG-Y format, but a crash of the acquisition 
software occurred and the file was corrupted afterwards. Therefore we changed the recording 
format to SEG-D. The SEG-D format has the advantage of storing each shot-file separately 
ensuring that one corrupted file would not mess up the whole acquisition. Another advantage of 
the SEG-D format was that the files could be copied to hard-drives in dense intervals while the 
acquisition was still running so that the data were saved on a back-up disk and were while the line 
was still being acquired. This ensured that a quality control and a first geological interpretation 
were possible shortly after each profile was finished. Table 5.1 shows an overview of all the 
collected seismic lines. 
 
Results 
Tests of the towing depths - The goal of the first station 64PE-445-03-SPS was to adjust the 
streamer and sparker depth. In general, the lower the depth of both the less the acquisition is 
influenced by noise caused by the wave motion. On the other hand, the interference of both source 
and receiver ghost reflections is stronger, the deeper the towing depth. Therefore, it is necessary 
to find a compromise for the towing depth. 
The depth of the sparker was adjustable by changing the length between the steel-frame and the 
buoys. The deepest possible towing depth was 1 m. Based on the weather forecast, we expected 
the condition of the sea to change during the seismic acquisition. Although the weather was 
forecasted fine for the first days, we decided to keep the streamer in the deepest position. Changes 
in between the acquisition are strongly undesired because it will mean that the processing of the 
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data has to be changed later on as well. Especially for techniques as for example deconvolution, 
which need a lot of testing, a change in the sparker depth and therefore in the source signature 




Fig. 5.9  The sparker in operation (left) and the MicroEel streamer on deck (right). The black and yellow 
tapes indicate the positions of the lead weights. 
 
Setting the streamer depth was not so straight forward. The MicroEel is a streamer that is 
designed for shallow water depth. Its buoyancy keeps it several centimetres from the water surface, 
but with wave motion the streamer can easily reach the surface, which means a significant decrease 
in signal quality. In order to avoid this, we attached lead plates in regular distances around the 
streamer. We made sure that they were placed right in the middle between the neighboring 
hydrophones. In addition to the lead plates we also used fishing lead that was taped on the streamer. 
Figure 5.9. shows the streamer on deck and the position of the lead weights. 
 
Table 5.1  Overview of the seismic lines collected during expedition 64PE-445. Note that line #03SPS 
was a very short test line and station #05SPS had some software issues that lead to an inaccessibility of most of the 














2.4 / 1.3 328 1 3 0 fine 
64PE-445-
05-SPS 
13.8 / 7.45 805+? 2 3 0 fine 
64PE-445-
07-SPS 
188.3 / 101.6 11220 9 3 0 fine 
64PE-445-
09-SPS 
13.0 / 7.0 1.538 4 2 0 fine 
64PE-445-
18-SPS 
178.4 / 96.3 11.901 12 3 0 ruff 
64PE-445-
25 SPS 
74.2 / 40.1 4643 2 3 0 fine 
64PE-445-
27-SPS 
158.0 / 85.3 9575 6 3 500 intermediate 
64PE-445-
29-SPS 
221.5 / 119.6 11.802 11 3 0 intermediate 
Total 849.6 / 458.7 51.007 47 / / / 
 
The first test at station 64PE-445-03-SPS was performed with the lead attached at the front of the 
streamer as well as the middle and the end. Figure 5.10. and 5.11. show the autocorrelation 
function of two shot gathers that were recorded during this first test. The autocorrelation function 
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is very useful to detect multiple reflections. The source and receiver ghost are phase reversed 
signals that are created when the acoustic signals are reflected back from the water surface. When 
the signal is first reflected at the sea surface and then at the subsurface, it is called a source ghost. 








Fig. 5.11 Autocorrelation function of a shot gather after setting the streamer to the desired depth. 
 
The autocorrelation function in figure 5.10. shows that the receiver ghost and the source ghost 
have a different arrival time at the first channels but interfere at the distant channels. Because the 
source depth is stationary, we can interfere that the streamer depth is deeper at the front and gets 
shallower towards the end. The optimum position of the streamer is as straight as possible and 
slightly lower than the source. Therefore, we increased the weight on the streamer and placed lead 
between every channel. The result is shown in figure 5.11. Here, the source ghost and the receiver 
ghost have a different arrival time which stays approximately constant for all channels. There 
might be slight offsets between channels, but they are negligible especially when swell is present.  
Another observation in the autocorrelation function is the presence of a strong secondary pulse 
approximately 15 seconds after the primary pulse. This pulse is well known in sparker surveys. 
When the CSP-S is set to full power, a secondary so-called bubble signal is generated. The 
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suppression of the bubble-signal should be a major target of further processing and can be 
performed for example with predictive deconvolution. Because one of the main targets of the 
acquisition was to image the structures underneath the salt, the highest possible penetration depth 
was needed. Therefore, the bubble-signal could not be avoided during acquisition. 
 
Noise and interference with the vessel - During the acquisition of the seismic data, we noticed 
the appearance of several noise patterns that appeared in the data in unregularly time intervals. 
Especially during the processing of the seismic lines from station 64PE-445-09-SPS we noticed 
that a noise pattern with a frequency of 100 Hz, 200 Hz and 300 Hz was overprinting the data at 
some distinct time intervals. After talking to the bridge, we suspected the ship’s bow thruster to 
be the problem. Because the second profile was acquired with a slower speed (2 kn instead of 3 
kn), the crew had to use the bow thruster to keep the course.  
Before starting the acquisition of station 64PE-445-18-SPS we performed a test to examine how 
the bow thruster interacted with the data. Figure 5.12. shows shot gathers that were recorded during 
this test. It is very clear that beginning from shot 116, the signal is overprinted by the bow thruster’s 
noise. Therefore, the bridge agreed to use the bow thruster as little as possible and to rather increase 




Fig. 5.12 Shot gathers acquired during testing of the bow thruster. 
 
Another noise pattern was recognized during acquisition of 64PE-445-18-SPS. In some shot-
gathers a very high amplitude spike was observed. Those spikes were also observed in the earlier 
profiles, but very unregularly. During the acquisition 64PE-445-18-SPS profile 10 the multibeam 
showed some errors and there was a lot of communication with the bridge concerning the solution 
of the problems. During that time, the common shot gathers on the acquisition software showed a 
very heavy noise overprint and we first assumed that a cable of the streamer was broken. After 
some further testing, we recognized that it was the ship’s radio which caused the interfering 
signals. We further learned that the interference was caused only by the outgoing radio signals. 
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Therefore, we decided that all communication with the hydroacoustic lab should only go over the 
ship’s internal telephone system and not using the radio. Figure 5.13. shows a screenshot of the 
acquisition software shortly after we recognized the strong noise overprint caused by a long 




Fig. 5.13 Screenshot of the Windows based acquisition software Geometrics Marine Multiple Geode OS 
during the occurrence of a strong noise pattern. 
 
Processing flow and first results - A first processing flow for the seismic data was established on 
board. The goal of this flow was to produce first stacks in a relatively short time. The different 
processing steps are shown in Figure 5.14. and a resulting sample profile is shown in Figure 5.15. 
The data was binned into CMP’s assuming a straight line without using the GPS coordinates. 
Afterwards, a trace-mute was applied to the data to remove channel 10, because this channel was 
damaged. Afterwards a bandpass-filter (50/100 Hz 1500/2000 HZ) was applied before the data 
were NMO-corrected using a constant velocity of 1500 m/s. The CMP-gathers were stacked 
afterwards, and a finite difference time migration performed using the same velocity as for the 
NMO-correction. The last steps before outputting the resulting image were a white noise removal 
(4D-DEC) and a mean scale. 
A major challenge that has not been solved on board was to tie the coordinates to the seismic 
data records. Because the ship only supplies GPS information in 30 second intervals in a CVS 
format, our usual workflow could not be applied.  In other campaigns on German ships the GPS 
data were available for each second in an NME format. Those coordinates can then be easily tied 
to the seismic headers. For the data collected during this cruise, another workflow had to be 
established. A python script was written that was able to merge the seismic data with the navigation 
data. This program was mostly based on the Pandas module. 
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The major steps of this script are: 
 
- convert the coordinates from decimal degree to UTM, 
- resample and interpolate the navigation to a 1 s interval, 
- merge navigation data with seismic data according to the sampling rate of the seismic data. 
Because the implementation of this program took a lot of time onboard, only a few lines were 
binned according to their coordinates. However, the exported coordinates for each segment of each 
profile were finished on board and are provided to the seismic data. 
The CMP bin spacing was varied during the cruise. Because the weather was fine during the 
acquisition of the lines 64PE-445-03-SPS - 64PE-445-09-SPS, the CMP spacing was kept to 2 
meters (half the receiver distance). During the acquisition of the lines 64PE-445-18-SPS the 
weather was fairly ruff and this caused the data to be quite noisy. Therefore, the CMP spacing was 
increased to 4 meters in order to increase the fold and signal-to-noise ratio. For the following 
profiles the bin spacing was increased to 8 meters, because this seemed to achieve better results 





Fig. 5.14 Seismic processing flow that was used for preliminary but relatively fast onboard processing of the 
acquired seismic profiles. Based on the processed data further station planning was done. 
 
Future processing should include the coordinates at a first step. Using the coordinates, a crooked 
line CMP binning should be performed. In addition, as despike filter is suggested to suppress 
sudden noise bursts present in the data. A major processing goal should be the application of 
deconvolution to the data. At first the source signature should be extracted from the data and 
removed from the records. Afterwards a predictive deconvolution can help to avoid multiple 
reflections and reverberations. Spherical divergence correction should be applied as well to correct 
for amplitude loss along the ray path of the waves. Furthermore, a static correction should be 
applied to the data to correct for the streamer movements caused by the swell. Because the data 
did not exhibit a significant moveout, velocity information cannot be estimated in a normal NMO 
velocity analysis. We suggest applying pre-stack Kirchhoff migration with a variety of velocities 
and to pick a velocity model corresponding to the optimum focusing. The complete suggested 
future processing flow is displayed in Figure 5.16. 
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Fig. 5.15 Preliminary processed seismic section S01 (yellow line in inset) of Station 64PE-445 #25SPS. The 
seismic section has a length of 42.5 km, east is to the right. The uppermost salt reflector S is visible as well as strata 
in the overlying Pliocene-Pleistocene sediments. However, due to the thick salt coverage it is not possible in this 





Fig. 5.16 Suggested future processing flow. 
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5.3.2 Magnetic measurements 
The magnetic data collected during the 64PE-445-SaltAx-cruise were acquired using a SeaSPY 
longitudinal gradiometer configuration. Two magnetometers were towed in a distance of approx. 
300 m behind the vessel. The cable used to tow the magnetometers was deployed from a winch. 
The recording station was set up in the hydroacoustic lab and acquisition was performed using the 
BOB software. Figure 5.17 shows the geometry of the magnetic acquisition. 
SeaSPY is a high sensitivity total field magnetometer packaged in a rugged marine housing. The 
measurement of the magnetic field is done inside the towed fish, while the tow cable supplied 
power to the towfish and a bi-directional digital communication link. The main sensor of the 
system is an Overhauser total field sensor. It operates on the proton spin resonance principle. A 
proton-rich liquid within the sensor is engineered in a way to allow a principle known as the 
Overhauser effect to occur within it. The sensor measures the magnetic flux density, which is 
measured in Tesla [T]. The flux density on the surface on the Earth typically varies between 18 
µT and 70 µT. It varies on any fixed location due to large scale variations e.g. from the sun or the 
earth’s molten interior.  
The magnetic flux density is related to the total magnetic field by the surrounding material with 
different magnetic permeability (Figure 5.18). Some materials will distort the surrounding 
magnetic flux density. This relation can give valuable information about geological processes. In 
order to neglect the large-scale variation of the magnetic field, we used two magnetometers that 
were towed behind each other. By subtracting the measured values from each other, the gradient 
is calculated which should not be affected by large-scale variations. The distance between both 
magnetometers was 100 m. The towing depth can be controlled with the speed of the vessel, which 
resulted in a towing depth of approx. 15 m (see figure 5.17). During our measurements the speed 
of the vessel was kept to ~ 7 kn. The sampling rate was set to 1 Hz. The positions as well as the 





Fig. 5.17 Geometry of the magnetic acquisition. 
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Fig. 5.18 Unprocessed magnetic field data acquired during station #16MB along the western rift-flank SW 
between 20°48N and 21°18N. Note that the map is rotated 90 degrees clockwise, north is to the right. 
 
During first measurements on station 64PE-445-01-MB.MAG the gradiometer was not working 
properly. The front towfish was only sporadically sending data and the sent values jumped from 
e.g. 0.05 µT to 100 µT while the rear sensor was sending very stable values of about 40 µT. 
Therefore, we exchanged the front sensor for the next station with our back-up sensor. This sensor 




Fig. 5.19 Screenshot of the Acquisition software during operation. 
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5.4 CTD Measurements and Sampling 
(F.M. van der Zwan) 
 
During cruise 64PE-445, two CTD (conductivity, temperature, depth) casts connected to a rosette 
water-sampling system were performed. One cast was performed in the southern part of our area 
at the W flank of Poseidon Deep, the other one in the northern end, in Wandoo Basin (N of 
Discovery Deep). The CTD data were needed to calculate sound velocity profiles for the correction 




Fig. 5.20 Temperature, Density, Salinity and Oxygene plots of CTD casts #02 CTD and #20 CTD. The brine 
signal in #20 CTD is well visible at the bottom of the profiles. 
 
The first cast (#02 CTD) shows a typical oceanic profile, with variations in the surface water and 
then decreasing oxygen and temperature values and increasing density and salinity values. 
Compared to other oceanic basins it is apparent that even at great depth the temperature is >20 °C 
and salinity is constantly high (>40 PSU). 
Cast #20 CTD shows a very similar profile as #02 CTD for the upper 1,900 m, with only small 
variations compared to #02 CTD. In the last 50 m before bottom however, oxygen drastically 
decreases (42.5 µmol/kg), while density, temperature and salinity go up to 30 kg/m3, 24.6 °C and 
43.6 PSU respectively, indicating the presence of a shallow brine in Wandoo Basin. Compared to 
the hot Red Sea brine pools, this brine is only little elevated in temperature and salinity. 
From both CTD casts, water samples were collected during the up cast of the CTD. The CTD 
was stopped for one minute at a given depth before closing the bottle. In depths >400 m samples 
were taken with an interval of 100 – 400 m, as little variation was visible at these depths in the 
CTD measurements. Subsequently and interval of 50 m, increasing to 10 m for the last 70 m to the 
surface, to collect the most variety over the water column. From each sampled depth 1½ l water 
bottles were filled. From the brine in 20CTD, 4½ l were sampled. Below is a list of all the sampled 
depths for the CTD casts. All water samples were stored cool on board and transported to the Red 
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#02 CTD  
depth (m) 
#20 CTD  
depth (m) 
1 1565 1950 (brine) 
2 1242 1905 
3 1099 1500 
4 950 1301 
5 799 1100 
6 700 949 
7 600 799 
8 499 700 
9 398 599 
10 350 500 
11 300 399 
12 300 299 
13 250 249 
14 199 200 
15 161 160 
16 129 130 
17 100 99 
18 70 70 
19 60 60 
20 49 49 
21 40 39 
22 30 29 
23 19 19 
24 9 9 
 
 
5.5 Seafloor Sampling 
5.5.1 Sediment Sampling, Gravity Coring 
(M. Osman, H. Ismail, A. Yousif, M. Abd Alla) 
 
Deep marine sediments were recovered from Port Sudan and Erba Deeps, as well as from the deeps 
around 21°20’ (see also Figures 4.1, 5.21-5.23, station list in Section 6, Appendix). The sampling 
positions have been selected after seismic data and multibeam survey. The sampling was carried 
out by using a gravity corer with a mantling tube of 6 m length and a weight of 1 ton. Each core 
was split into a sampling half and an archive half, visually described, and then subsampled for 
detailed sedimentary facies study and geochemical analysis at the University of Port Sudan. The 
physical state of the cores was soft with high water content at time of recovery. 5 porewater 
samples for further geochemical analyses were stored in respective containers and vials. 77 
sediment samples were stored for further processing in Port Sudan.  In general, the selected core 
samples were studied in detail to reflect the depositional conditions into four hot brines along the 
Red Sea rift. Distribution of these core samples reflects variation and facies change in the hot 
brines marine sedimentation. The sediments are laminated metalliferous mud and each lamina is 
characterized by a certain colour and varies in texture and thickness. The laminated facies reflect 
the temporal change in depositional conditions. The thickness of the metalliferous mud varies from 
1-30 cm. 
For more detailed information please contact M. Osman (RSU. Port Sudan). The archive split-
cores will be stored at GEOMAR Kiel (contact N. Augustin, GEOMAR). 
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6 Station List  
(F.M. van der Zwan) 
 
Total: 6 multibeam stations, 8 sparker seismic profiles (incl. MB), 2 dredges and 6 gravity cores. 
Copies of MB and SPS RAW-data to GEOMAR, U-Ham and RSU. Gravity cores: sampling-half 
to RSU, archive-half to GEOMAR, unless otherwise stated. 
 
Abbreviations:  MB = MultiBeam; SPS = SParker Seismic; DR = Ton DRedge; GC = Gravity 









Mapping/SPS/Sample descriptions and samples taken  
 







0:14 – 8:42 
Multibeam with magnetometer survey (front towfish was 
not sending proper values) 
Salt flows mapping 
2 CTD W rift flank of 
Poseidon Deep 
20°29.125’N/38°12.048’E 1559 03/09/2018 
08:50 – 10:45 
CTD profile till 1565 m depth 
24 water samples (1 ½ l) taken (to RSU) from (1) 1565,  
(2) 1396,  (3) 1242, (4) 1099, (5) 950, (6), 799, (7) 
700, (8) 600, (9) 499, (10) 398, (11) 350, (12) 300 
(13) 250, (14) 199, (15) 161, (16) 129, (17) 100, (18) 
70, (19) 60, (20) 49, (21) 40, (22) 30, (23) 19, (24) 9 
m depth 





11:12 – 13:52 
Test for sparker calibration. No output data. 





- 03/09/2018 – 
04/09/2018 
14:04 – 16:08 
Multibeam with magnetometer survey (front towfish was 
replaced with the back-up sensor. Some small data 
gaps were generated due to software problems) 
Salt flows mapping 
5 SPS Erba – Poseidon 











17:13 – 8:52 
Sparker profile: W salt flows to Erba-Poseidon ITZ (incl. 
crater), across salt lobe, E-W Erba Deep crossing 
into the W salt flank. 
Datafile corrupted 
6 MB W of Erba Deep 20°46.216’N/37°58.303'E 
20°46.131’N/37°54.274'E 
- 05/09/2018 – 
05/09/2018 
9:49 – 14:14 
Multibeam survey 
Salt flows Mapping 
7 SPS Erba – Poseidon 






















15:00 – 22:53 
Sparker profile: Reverse of 5SPS: W salt flows ito Erba 
Deep, across salt lobe in Erba-Poseidon ITZ, over 
the ITZ (incl. crater) to W salt flank + parallel profile 
S from W salt flank into Poseidon Deep, from 
Poseidon Deep northwards over the ITZ into Erba 
Deep, westwards towards the salt flows. 
8 MB W of Erba Deep 20°43.471’N/37°56.851'E 
20°35.687’N/38°16.702'E 
- 06/09/2018 – 
07/09/2018 
23:23 – 5:35 
Multibeam survey 
Salt flows Mapping 










6:20 – 10:50 
Sparker profile: 2 perpendicular profiles over crater and 
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Mapping/SPS/Sample descriptions and samples taken  
 
10 GC Crater in Erba-
Poseidon ITZ. 
Middle of crater 
20°32.687’N/38°15.080’E 1681 07/09/2018 
11:43 – 12:56 
~45 cm long, Frozen. 
Core to GEOMAR 
Sample from bottom: Dark brown-blackish rock 
fragment. 3x1x1 cm. ½ Carbonate/solidified 
sediment. Irregular surface, vesicles visible. Basalt 
or Mn crust? Inside massive dark-light brown with 
vesicles. To GEOMAR 
11 GC Crater in Erba-
Poseidon ITZ. 
Middle of crater 
20°32.716’N/38°15.081’E 1681 07/09/2018 
13:37 – 14:51 
51 cm long. Pelagic sediments with a layer of larger 
fragments. 
Archive to GEOMAR, Sampling half to RSU. 
Samples from 35 – 37 (rock fragments and clay), 37 – 39 
and 39 – 40 cm to GEOMAR. 




20°32.457’N/38°15.182’E 1670 07/09/2018 
15:20 – 16:50 
~65 cm long. Frozen 
Core to GEOMAR 
13 DR N of Erba-







18:37 – 20:50 
Empty 
No extra tension on cable 
14 DR E of Erba Deep at 
hard outcrop close 







22:04 – 03:30 
Dredge stuck, lost after all 
15 GC Erba Deep in brine 
moderate BS 
20°44.302’N/38°10.938’E 2385 08/09/2018 
06:02 – 07:32 
158 cm long. Metalliferous sediments with dark and light 
gray, orange, red, black and ochre layers. Layers 1-
20 cm thick. Mostly sharp contacts. Layers 
deformed and inclined. 
16 GC Erba Deep in brine 
Dark BS 
20°43.698’N/38°10.539’E 2399 08/09/2018 
09:19 – 10:24 
545 cm long. Metalliferous sediments with red, orange, 
ochre, brown, black and light and dark gray layers. 
Layers ½ cm – massive. Diffuse and sharp contacts. 
Faults and deformed layers. 





- 08/09/2018 – 
09/09/2018 
12:28 – 7:20 
Multibeam with magnetometer survey 
Salt flows and terraces mapping 
18 SPS AII Deep and 
surroundings, 



















11:22 – 21:14 
 
Sparker profile: Start on E salt flank, over ODP sites into 
AII Deep, to Discovery Deep, there Ewards profile 
to the E salt. Nwards, then complete crossing via AII 
and Valdivia Deep into the W salt flank. To the N of 
AII, then via 5 W and E crossings Nwards over the 
Hatiba-AII ITZ. 
19 MB W of AII Deep and 





- 10/09/2018 – 
11/09/2018 
21:26 – 5:10 
Multibeam survey 
Salt flow mapping 
20 CTD Wandoo Basin 21°20.886’N/38°03.213’E 1936 11/09/2018 
6:28-8:28 
CTD profile till 1950 m depth into brine (24°C) 
24 water samples (1 ½ l) taken (to RSU) from (1) 1950,  
(2) 1905,  (3) 1500, (4) 1301, (5) 1100, (6), 949, (7) 
799, (8) 700, (9) 599, (10) 500, (11) 399, (12) 299 
(13) 249, (14) 200, (15) 160, (16) 130, (17) 99, (18) 
70, (19) 60, (20) 49, (21) 39, (22) 29, (23) 19, (24) 9 
m depth 
21 GC Atlantis II Deep 
SW Basin 
21°20.920’N/38°04.548’E 2100 11/09/2018 
9:12 – 10:24 
500 cm long. Metalliferous sediments with dark grey – 
black and bright red layers. One white layer. Layers 
½ cm – massive. Mostly sharp, straight contacts, 
some layers deformed, inclined  . 
22 GC Discovery Deep 
inside crater 
21°16.970’N/38°02.714’E 2243 11/09/2018 
12:17 – 13:31 
GC hit hard bottom. Rock fragments in cc (50 cm3). Liner 
empty 
60% basaltic fragments mm – 3 cm, moderately altered, 
maybe 20-30% Pl present, < 2 mm. 
40% white-grey, ochre and red hard clay fragments and 
pinkish transparent harder rock (evaporite?) <1 cm. 
(fragments to GEOMAR) 
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Discovery Deep in 
smooth part 
21°17.022’N/38°03.348’E 2245 11/09/2018 
14:43 – 15:18 
537 cm long. Metalliferous sediments with black, brown, 
grey, brown, ochre, yellow, orange, red layers. Top 
mostly brown – ochre. Layers ½ cm to massive 
(top), deformed, straight, inclined. Some faulting 
visible in layers. 





- 11/09/2018 – 
12/09/2018 
16:21 – 5:09 
Multibeam survey 
Salt flow mapping 
25 SPS W of Shagara 








6:15 – 19:31 
Sparker profile: W Salt flank into Shagara Deep, and then 
SWwards via terraces into the W salt flows back. 





- 12/09/2018 – 
13/09/2018 
21:26 – 3:56 
Multibeam survey 
Salt flow mapping 
27 SPS W of Port Sudan 
















6:08 – 9:17  
Sparker profile: W Salt flank, Swards over collapse, then 
Eward to Port Sudan Deep into the E salt, N of this 
line a parallel line into the W salt flank through the 
collapse, N a second parallel line, N of the collapse 
into Port Sudan Deep. 
28 GC Port Sudan Deep 20°04.686’N/38°30.670’E 2800 14/09/2018 
11:18 – 12:44 
482 cm long. Metalliferous sediments, mostly grey and 
black layers with minor brown and ochre layers. ½ 
cm – massive layering with gradual and sharp 
transitions. Some layers show normal grading. 
























15:35 – 6:21 
Sparker profile: Start in Poseidon Deep, W wards 
crossing harder parts that block a salt flow, NEwards 
and then crossing the same flow once S and once 
Nwards. Further N, Ewards following of salt flow 
into Port Sudan Deep, and S of that Wwards, 
continuing of the last profile further W, onto the 
shelf, crossing the potential continent-ocean 
boundary. 




 16/09/2018 – 
17/09/2018 
6:38 –  
Multibeam survey 
Sediments on Shelf mapping 
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7 Data and Sample Storage and Availability 
(N. Augustin) 
 
7.1 Geological Samples 
The samples of rock fragments will be placed in the sample and core repositories of GEOMAR, 
Kiel. Access to samples in these repositories is protected initially by a moratorium period of 2 
years for cruise participants and proponents. After post-cruise research and publication, 
applications for the use of the rock samples, can be made via the data management team at Geomar 
(responsible Dr. N. Augustin). Initial analyses of the volcanic fragments (e.g. petrology, EMP) 
will be performed by Dr. F.M. van der Zwan. The sediment cores have been split into sampling 
and archive halves. The sampling core-halves and associated samples are stored in the Institute of 
Marine Sciences at the Red Sea University in Port Sudan (responsible is Dr. M. A. M. Osman). 
The archive halves will be stored in the sample and core repositories of GEOMAR, Kiel. The 
samples will be analysed in cooperation with the Red Sea University under the supervision of Dr. 
Mudather Abdo Mohamed Osman (Port Sudan) and Prof. Dr. M. Hannington (GEOMAR). 
 
7.2 Hydroacoustic and Seismic Data 
The hydroacoustic (multibeam bathymetry, EK500) data of the working area will be placed in the 
GEOMAR data management system to ensure safe archiving (responsible Dr. N. Augustin). The 
bathymetric data (multibeam bathymetry) will be made public available shortly after the cruise via 
the Pangaea data repository. 
 
7.3 Geophysical Data 
The geophysical data (magnetics, sparker seismics) of the expedition will be placed in the 
GEOMAR and at the University Hamburg – responsible are Dr. N. Augustin (GEOMAR) and 
Prof. Dr. Ch. Hübscher (Uni Hamburg). After a moratorium period of 2 years, it will be available 
from the respectively data management teams on request. 
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9 Appendix – Additional Coring Information 
(F.M. van der Zwan) 
 
64PE-445, Station 10 GC 
 
Location: Crater in Erba – Poseidon ITZ 
Position: Lat: 38°15.080`E         Long: 20°32.687`N 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 1681 m 
Coring time (UTC): 11:43 – 12:56 07/09/208 
Core length:  ~45 cm 
Remark: Core was not opened and frozen to contain fluids: no core description. Sample from 
bottom: Dark brown-blackish rock fragment. 3x1x1 cm. ½ carbonate/solidified sediment. Irregular 
surface, vesicles visible. Inside massive dark-light brown with vesicles. 
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64PE-445, Station 11 GC 
 
Location: Crater in Erba – Poseidon ITZ 
Position: Lat: 38°15.081`E         Long: 20°32.716`N 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 1681 m 
Coring time (UTC): 13:37 – 14:51 07/09/208 
Core length:  47 cm 









Fig. 9.2 Photographs of the open core 64PE445 #11GC from 










Color Lithology Remarks 
11GC-
1 







Gradual change between layers. 
Some <1 cm ochre and reddish 
patches. Abundant pteropods. 
11GC-
2 








~10% black rock fragments up to 
2 cm. Similar as in 10GC, 
carbonate with Mn crust? Slight 










Forams 1-2 mm in size. <2% <1 
mm black grains. Sharp contact 
to layer above. Pteropods. 
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64PE-445, Station 12 GC 
 
Location: Crater in Erba – Poseidon ITZ 
Position: Lat: 38°15.182`E         Long: 20°32.457`N 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 1670 m 
Coring time (UTC): 15:20 – 16:50 07/09/208 
Core length:  ~65 cm 
Remark: 
Core was not opened and frozen to contain fluids: no core description. 
 
 
64PE-445, Station 15 GC 
 
Location: Erba Deep Brine 
Position: Lat: 20°44.302’N         Long: 38°10.938’E 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 2385 m 
Coring time (UTC): 08/09/2018 06:02 – 07:32 
Core length:  158 cm 
Remark: Metalliferous sediments with dark and light gray, orange, red, black and ochre layers. 




Fig. 9.3 Photographs of the two segments of core 64PE445 #15GC from Erba Deep. Segment 1 is the deepest, 
top is left, respectively. 
 
 
64PE-445, Station 16 GC 
 
Location: Erba Deep Brine 
Position: Lat: 38°15.182`E         Long: 20°32.457`N 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 2399 m 
Coring time (UTC): 08/09/2018 09:19 – 10:24 
Core length:  545 cm 
Remark: Metalliferous sediments with red, orange, ochre, brown, black and light and dark gray 
layers. Layers ½ cm – massive. Diffuse and sharp contacts. Faults and deformed layers. 
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Fig. 9.4 Photographs of core 64PE445 #16GC from Erba Deep, containing of 6 segments. Segment 1 is the 
deepest, segment 6 the shallowest, top is left, respectively. 
 
 
64PE-445, Station 21 GC 
 
Location: Atlantis II Deep, SW Basin 
Position: Lat: 21°20.920’N         Long: 38°04.548’E 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 2100 m 
Coring time (UTC): 11/09/2018 9:12 – 10:24 
Core length:  500 cm 
Remark: Metalliferous sediments with dark grey – black and bright red layers. One white layer. 
Layers ½ cm – massive. Mostly sharp, straight contacts, some layers deformed, inclined   
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Fig. 9.5 Photographs of core 64PE445 #23GC from Discovery Deep, containing of 6 segments. Segment 1 is 
the deepest, segment 6 the shallowest, top is left, respectively. 
 
 
64PE-445, Station 22 GC 
 
Location: Discovery Deep, small crater 
Position: Lat: 21°16.970’N         Long: 38°02.714’E  
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 2243 m 
Coring time (UTC): 12:17 – 13:31 11/09/208 
Core length:  <1 cm 
Remark: GC hit hard bottom. Rock fragments in cc (50 cm3). Liner empty; 60% basaltic 
fragments mm – 3 cm, moderately altered, maybe 20-30% Pl present, <2 mm; 40% white-grey, 
ochre and red hard clay fragments and pinkish transparent harder rock (evaporite?) <1 cm. 
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64PE-445, Station 23 GC 
 
Location: Discovery Deep 
Position: Lat: 21°17.022’N         Long: 38°03.348’E 
Core type: Gravity core 
Depth (m): 2800 m 
Coring time (UTC): 14/09/2018 11:18 – 12:44 
Core length:  482 cm 
Remark: Metalliferous sediments, mostly grey and black layers with minor brown and ochre 
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